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TimeMoto
Cloud / Cloud Plus
139-0590 / 139-0591
8717496336170 / 8717496336194

TM-CLOUD / TM-CLOUD PLUS
1 YEAR SUBSCRIPTION - 25 USERS

TimeMoto Cloud’s power, scalability and flexibility, make it the
ultimate Time and Attendance solution for every company.
TimeMoto Cloud enables you to handle all your timesheets, scheduling
and reporting from any location, whenever you need it.
Access TimeMoto Cloud using any browser, TimeMoto app or in
combination with TimeMoto terminals. All fully accessible online. You
don’t have to install any software or purchase servers. No need to pay
for an upgrade, your TimeMoto Cloud is continually up to date. A flexible
and low-cost solution for all your time attendance needs, whether you
have ten employees or ten thousand.

- Access data from any location
- Works with any browser
- Mobile clocking
- Real-time attendance data

Combine with TimeMoto Time Clocks

Looking for a treasure trove of extended features? TimeMoto Cloud Plus
has it all. Example of tools this system is outfitted with: 24-hour
scheduling of (individual) shifts; employee arrival and departure
notifications outside standard working hours; individual employee
tracking of annual vacation and work hours; reduction of overtime by
balancing schedules; and more effective scheduling with our special
holiday feature.
More users? No problem. TimeMoto offers 2 different expansion packs to
customize and expand your TimeMoto experience.

- Work scheduling (shift, absence)
- Individual project codes
- Excel, PDF, CSV payroll export
- Notifications (absent, late)

Access data from any location

- Compliant with the new European Privacy
Regulation (GDPR)

Mobile clocking from any device with any browser.
Free TimeMoto App available
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- Notifications (absent, late)

TIMEMOTO TM-25 CLOUD & TM-100 CLOUD EXPANSION

RETAILPACK SPECIFICATIONS
- Dimensions: 10.3 x 14.7 x 2.0 cm
- Weight: 42 gr

TM-25 / 139-0592

TM-100 / 139-0593

USE IN COMBINATION WITH:

TM-616 / 125-0585
www.timemoto.com

TM-626 / 125-0586

TM-818 / 125-0587

TM-828 / 125-0588

TM-838 / 125-0589
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